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Impact investing

I believe that
companies are,
above all, agents
of transformation.
Guilherme Leal, businessman (1950–)

Impact investing

Dear readers,
Mark Haefele

Stephen Freedman

5IFXBZCVTJOFTTFTPQFSBUFIBTBQSPGPVOEFšFDUPO
society and the environment. This impact has become an
increasing focus for UBS stakeholders, from clients and
employees, to shareholders and the nations where we do
business. Around the world, there is a growing interest in
market solutions to ensure that companies have a positive
impact, and more investors are incorporating environmental,
social, and governance factors into their investment decisions. As a result, sustainable investing is becoming a force
UPCFSFDLPOFEXJUI BOEXFFYQFDUUIFŖOBODJBMDPNNVnity to play an ever more important role in contributing to
B`NPSFSFOFXBCMFTPDJFUZ
To help clients better appreciate and navigate this growing
area, we launched our educational report series on sustainable investing last year. So far we have covered two of the
three basic approaches to sustainable investing, namely
exclusion and integration (see To integrate or to exclude:
approaches to sustainable investing, July 2015).
In this report, we turn to the third approach, impact investing, which explicitly aims to achieve a positive impact on
TPDJFUZPSUIFFOWJSPONFOUJOBEEJUJPOUPBŖOBODJBMSFUVSO
While still comparatively small, the impact investing industry
is growing fast, and is currently one of the most innovative
BOEWJCSBOUTFHNFOUTPGUIFŖOBODJBMNBSLFUT5IJTSFQPSU
sheds light on the what, why, and how of impact investing.
We believe UBS is a global leader in this fast-growing area,
and invite you to dig deeper into this topic with us.
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Mark Haefele

Stephen Freedman

(MPCBM$IJFG*OWFTUNFOU0GŖDFS
UBS Wealth Management

Head of US Thematic and Sustainable
Investing Strategy
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Impact investing in
the broader sustainable
investing landscape
*UÁTFBTZUPNBLFBCVDL*UÁTBMPUUPVHIFSUPNBLFBEJŠFSFODF
Tom Brokaw, TV journalist (1940–)
6#4$*0EFŖOFTTVTUBJOBCMFJOWFTUJOHBTBTFUPG
investment strategies that incorporate material
environmental, social and governance (ESG) considerations into investment decisions. Sustainable
JOWFTUNFOUTUSBUFHJFTVTVBMMZTFFLUPGVMŖMMPOFPS
more of the following objectives:
1) achieve a positive environmental or social
JNQBDUBMPOHTJEFŖOBODJBMSFUVSOT

These same trends are underpinning greater
investor interest in approaches that incorporate sustainability into the investment process.
Interestingly, the drivers behind this growth are
OPUPOMZUIFEFTJSFUPNBLFBEJšFSFODFPSUP
sleep well at night. Investors are also recognizing that performance and an overall more robust
investment process can be achieved by focusing
thoughtfully on sustainability-related trends, risks
and opportunities.

2) BMJHOJOWFTUNFOUTXJUIQFSTPOBMWBMVFTBOE
3) improve portfolio risk/return characteristics.
Assets managed according to sustainable investing criteria are growing more quickly than the
ŖOBODJBMJOEVTUSZBUMBSHF"LFZESJWFSJTTPDJFUZÁT
changing attitudes regarding the sustainability
and transparency of business models, particuMBSMZJOUIFXBLFPGUIFŖOBODJBMDSJTJT"O
emerging view that the private sector, not just
governments or philanthropic organizations, can
and should contribute to solving global challenges has underpinned this growth. The attitudes of consumers, investors and civil society at
large are changing perceptibly, with many now
demanding more accountability from the recipients of their invested capital.
In a 2014 survey of 30,000 respondents across 60
DPVOUSJFT DPOTVNFSSFTFBSDIŖSN/JFMTFOGPVOE
that 55% of participants are willing to pay extra
for products and services from companies that
are committed to positive social and environmental impact, and 67% would prefer to work for a
socially responsible company.

However, despite growing popularity, there has
been industry-wide ambiguity on sustainable
investing generally and impact investing more speDJŖDBMMZ8FWJFXJNQBDUJOWFTUJOHBTPOFPGUISFF
TQFDJŖDBQQSPBDIFTXJUIJOUIFCSPBEFSVNCSFMMBPG
sustainable investing (see Fig.1, p. 6).
Exclusion: This traditional and still most commonly used approach involves excluding individual companies or entire industries from portfolios
JGUIFJSBSFBTPGBDUJWJUZDPOŗJDUXJUIBOJOWFTUPSÁT
personal values. This process, called exclusionary or negative screening, can rely either on standard sets of exclusion criteria or be tailored to
investor preferences. For instance, investors may
wish to exclude companies with 5% of sales or
more generated from alcohol, weapons, tobacco,
adult entertainment or gambling – so-called “sin
stocks.” Exclusion is generally applied through
QVCMJDMZMJTUFETUPDLTBOECPOET*UJTPŝFODSJUJcized for reducing the investable universe.
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Integration: This approach encompasses techniques that combine environmental, social and
HPWFSOBODF &4( GBDUPSTXJUIUSBEJUJPOBMŖOBOcial considerations to make investment decisions.
Having gained traction in recent years, it is based
on the premise that additional ESG information
OPUDPWFSFECZUSBEJUJPOBMŖOBODJBMBOBMZTJTIBTBO
JNQBDUPOUIFMPOHUFSNŖOBODJBMQFSGPSNBODF
of a company. Integration involves understanding how companies handle environmental, social
BOEHPWFSOBODFSJTLTUIBUDPVMEFOUBJMTJHOJŖDBOU
costs or damage their reputations. It also involves
BTTFTTJOHXIFUIFSŖSNTBSFXFMMQPTJUJPOFEUP
capture opportunities arising from major sustainability-related themes and trends, which might
give them a competitive edge. Integration is generally applied through publicly listed stocks and
bonds, and can answer some of the shortcomings
of exclusion screening.

Impact investing: 5IJTTUSBUFHZEJšFSTGSPNUIF
previous two in its explicit intention. While exclusion removes companies which do not comply
XJUIJOWFTUPSTÁWBMVFT BOEJOUFHSBUJPOBQQMJFT
ESG considerations to security selection, impact
investing explicitly aims to make a measurable
positive environmental or social impact through
the capital invested. Impact investing engages
directly with companies and/or funds, generally
through private market solutions, that intend to
create measurable positive social or environmenUBMPVUDPNFTBMPOHTJEFŖOBODJBMSFUVSOT UIFMBUter being of utmost importance.
In the next section, we address in detail what we
believe impact investing is – and is not – as well
as dispel common misconceptions.

Fig. 1: Approaches to sustainable investing
Three basic pillars can be combined

Exclusion

Integration

Avoid controversial
activities

Use relevant
sustainability
information

$$
Impact investing
Positive impact and
ÎOBODJBMSFUVSO

Source: UBS
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What is impact investing?
The only limit to your impact is your imagination and commitment.
Tony Robbins, motivational speaker (1960–)

Impact investing seeks to generate a positive
TPDJBMPSFOWJSPONFOUBMJNQBDUBMPOHTJEFBŖOBOcial return. This explicit strategy spans asset
classes. Whether investing venture capital in
an application that provides educational material for under-resourced schools, or funding a
social impact bond that aims to reduce recidivism
BNPOHKVWFOJMFPšFOEFST UIJTBQQSPBDITFFLT
commercial solutions to social and/or environmental challenges.
"U6#4$*0 XFEFŖOFJNQBDUJOWFTUNFOUTBT
UIPTFUIBUŖOBODFDPNQBOJFT PSHBOJ[BUJPOT 
and funds with the intention of generating social
PSFOWJSPONFOUBMJNQBDUBMPOHTJEFBŖOBODJBM
return. As illustrated in Fig. 2, impact investing
adds a third dimension to traditional investing,
OBNFMZUIFJODMVTJPOPGOPOŖOBODJBMDSJUFSJBJO
evaluating opportunities. In practice, we consider
three criteria alongside the generation of desirBCMFŖOBODJBMSFUVSOTUPEFMJOFBUFXIBURVBMJŖFT
as impact investing.

a. Impact investing criteria
• First, we explore intent. We require that the

UJŖDBOEPSTUBUJTUJDBMUFTUTMJOLJOHJNQBDUUP
PVUDPNF'PSFYBNQMF JGUIFTUBUFECFOFŖU
is cleaner drinking water, and measurement
includes the number of liters of available clean
water, supporting data showing proof that the
investment made (i.e. in better quality pipes) led
to this outcome, would be important.

b. Impact investing by asset class
At present, impact investing is predominantly
found in illiquid asset classes such as private
equity and private debt, which comprise our
focus. Although there is a trend in the marketplace toward including impact investing in public
equities and debt markets, this remains controversial. In particular, such investments do not
OFDFTTBSJMZGVMŖMMPVSUISFFDSJUFSJBBOESJTLXBUFSing down the concept of impact investing. For
instance, unless the investment in a public equity
JTTJHOJŖDBOUJOTJ[F BDUJWJTUJOOBUVSF BOEUIF
company itself is smaller and more malleable, verJŖDBUJPOJTOPUQPTTJCMF

Fig. 2: Adding a third dimension to investing

parties structuring the investment solution
have a stated and explicit intention to generate
positive social and/or environmental impact, in
BEEJUJPOUPTVTUBJOBCMFŖOBODJBMQFSGPSNBODF
• Next, we consider impact measurement. It

JT`JNQPSUBOUUIBUUIFPVUDPNFTPGUIFJOWFTUNFOUCFUJFEUPTQFDJŖDNFUSJDT BOENFBTVSFE
against a base case or benchmark. Examples of
TQFDJŖDNFUSJDTNJHIUCFUIFOVNCFSPGKPCT
DSFBUFEPSMJUFSTPGXBUFSQVSJŖFE

Social / Environmental
impact

• Last, we require WFSJŖDBUJPO. This means estab-

lishing proof that the invested capital itself is
positively correlated with the intended outDPNF1SPPGPGWFSJŖDBUJPOSFRVJSFTTDJFO-

Source: UBS
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Private markets funds have established themselves
BTBQSFGFSSFEŖOBODJBMTUSVDUVSFGPSJNQBDUJOWFTUing, with fund managers adapting their existing
lens to pursue and report impact goals. Such private markets structures, i.e. private equity funds,
are well suited to impact investing through their
ability to direct and verify impact on the privately
held business or project with the capital invested
and the active management of the investment.
0UIFSCFOFŖUTPGQSJWBUFNBSLFUPQQPSUVOJUJFTBSF
the long-term nature and structure aligning the
goals of investors (i.e. private clients) and those
employing the capital (i.e. fund managers) to creBUFCFOFŖUTGPSTPDJFUZBOEPSUIFFOWJSPONFOU
1) Private equity: Private equity, including venture
capital, is a common investment instrument
used by impact investment funds. Approximately
17% of all impact investing assets are invested
WJBQSJWBUFFRVJUZ BTQFSB`(**/TUVEZ

2) Private debt8JUIBTJHOJŖDBOUQPSUJPOPG"6.
from impact investing coming from micro- and
small- and medium-size enterprise (SME) debt
ŖOBODJOH QSJWBUFEFCUJTBMBSHFESJWFSPGUIF
impact landscape, with approximately 35%
of global impact assets. Selective debt investments in private enterprises can range from
working capital loans to larger private debt
ŖOBODJOH
3) Real assets: Impact investments exist within
real assets, whose value is derived from physical properties, managed to produce long-term
value to society and the environment, such
as sustainable housing, infrastructure assets
including cold storage facilities, and clean
energy assets.
4) *OOPWBUJWFÎOBODJBMTUSVDUVSFT See following
section for more information.

Private markets investing basics
1SJWBUFNBSLFUT 1. PšFSBOVNCFSPGXBZTUPFOHBHF
in impact investing. These strategies include private
equity, private debt and private real assets. They principally involve making unlisted equity and debt investments in private businesses or assets. Investments are
typically made through commingled funds managed by
third-party fund managers. Noteworthy features of PM
vehicles are:
Legal structure
PM vehicles are usually structured as limited partnerships, whereby a general partner (GP), the fund manager, can invest its own funds as well as funds raised
from investors, the limited partners (LP).
Illiquidity
1.TUSVDUVSFTJOWPMWFTJHOJŖDBOUJOWFTUFEDBQJUBM
lockup. Terms typically range from 5–15 years. These
investments are illiquid in nature and are most appropriate for investors with a long time horizon and no
foreseeable need for the committed capital.
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Capital commitment
Funds are not raised and invested all at once. Instead,
EVSJOHBEFŖOFEJOWFTUNFOUQFSJPE BTJOWFTUNFOU
opportunities arise, the fund manager can call on the
investors to transfer successive fractions of their committed capital. These so-called capital calls require
careful cash management on the part of the investor.
"TTFUDMBTTTQFDJÎDGFBUVSFT
Private equity (PE) investments usually involve varying
EFHSFFTPGPQFSBUJPOBMBOETUSBUFHJDJOŗVFODFCZUIF
GP on the companies in which positions are taken. The
most typical forms of PE in impact investing are venture
DBQJUBM¾UPŖOBODFTUBSUVQT¾BOEHSPXUIDBQJUBM¾UP
fund rapidly growing businesses. Private debt involves
non-traded debt investments in listed or unlisted businesses. Private real assets include private real estate,
infrastructure, farmland, timberland and natural
resources.

Impact investing

c. Innovation in impact investing
*NQBDUJOWFTUJOHPŝFOSFRVJSFTBIJHIEFHSFFPG
ŖOBODJBMJOOPWBUJPO BTDPOWFOUJPOBMJOWFTUNFOU
solutions are typically structured such that positive impact is at best a byproduct of the investment process rather than a targeted outcome.
Examples of innovations that have emerged
within impact investing include:
#MFOEFEÎOBODFTUSVDUVSFT combining priWBUF ŖOBODJBMSFUVSOPSJFOUFETPVSDFTPGDBQJtal with either public sector or philanthropic
GVOET XIFSFCZUIFMBUUFSPŝFOBTTVNFB
more junior, loss-absorbing or credit-enhancing position in the capital structure in order to
entice more participation of the former
Social impact bonds (SIBs): addressing sociFUBMJTTVFTJOBDPTUFšFDUJWFNBOOFSGPSHPWernments by relying on private funding (see
box)
Impact investing aimed at funding new,
untested business models: supporting new
products or funds which due to their nature
have risk characteristics that are less well
understood by industry professionals, thereby
pushing the boundaries of the market
To further describe this rapidly evolving segment
PGUIFŖOBODJBMJOEVTUSZ XFŖOEJUIFMQGVMUPGVSther divide impact investments into “mainstream”
and “catalytic” categories based on the scope
and scale of the opportunity.
CatalyticPQQPSUVOJUJFTBSFPŝFOVOUFTUFEBOE
complex in structure, incorporating non-conventional investment relationships between seemingly
disparate stakeholders, for example, governments,
banks, charities and private investors, under one
TUSVDUVSFCVJMUUPEFMJWFSEJšFSFOUPVUDPNFT JF
SFWFOVFTUSFBNGPSJOWFTUPST TPDJBMCFOFŖUTUP
governments and charities, etc.). Also, catalytic
PQQPSUVOJUJFTBSFPŝFONPSFOBSSPXJOUIFJSUBSHFU TFFLJOHUPFšFDUDIBOHFXJUISFTQFDUUPB
focused region or issue. These characteristics can

Fig. 3: Sustainable investing approaches and
implementation options
Sustainable Investing (SI)

Exclusion

Integration

Public markets

Public equity

Public debt

Impact investing

Private markets

Private
equity,
Venture
capital

Private
debt

Real
assets

Innovative
ﬁnancial
structures

Source: UBS

*OOPWBUJWFÎOBODF
Impact investing is an approach that
invites the development of innovative
ŖOBODJBMTUSVDUVSFTUPNFFUUIFSFRVJSFments of investors and demands of investees with disparate needs and in sectors
XIFSFQSJWBUFŖOBODJOHIBTQSFWJPVTMZOPU
ventured, for example in health, education, conservation and human rights.
Social impact bonds (SIBs) are innovative
ŖOBODJBMJOTUSVNFOUTEFTJHOFEUPSBJTF
private capital for prevention programs
addressing areas of pressing social need.
Investors are only repaid if and when
improved social/environmental outcomes
BSFBDIJFWFE4*#TBSFPŝFOTUSVDUVSFEBT
public-private partnerships, where savings
to the governing body are used to repay
this investment. For example, a problem
such as diabetes, which is preventable
but costly to government services with
each patient, can be addressed through
an SIB that funds a health intervention
program, and the government entities
remunerate investors based on the number of successfully prevented cases.
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make catalytic investments less straightforward to
replicate and scale as compared with mainstream
investments.
Mainstream investment opportunities generally operate within common fund structures (e.g.
(1-1QSJWBUFFRVJUZTUSVDUVSFT BOEBSFPŝFO
sizable in terms of invested assets. Mainstream
JNQBDUJOWFTUNFOUTPšFSJOWFTUPSTUIFPQQPSUVnity to create a larger magnitude of social and/
or environmental change while also providing
returns commensurate with comparable investments. Mainstream investments are generally
linked to larger global opportunities, whereas
DBUBMZUJDJOWFTUNFOUTBSFNPSFPŝFOMJOLFEUP
localized opportunities driven by geography,
demography, societal and/or environmental
issues.
Both have an important role to play in the future
of impact investing. Mainstream opportunities
draw capital from a broader investor base, and
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create awareness of impact investing as a viaCMFTPMVUJPOGPSUIPTFTFFLJOHŖOBODJBMSFUVSOT
BOECFOFŖUTUPTPDJFUZBOEPSUIFFOWJSPONFOU
Meanwhile, catalytic impact investing opportuOJUJFTSFRVJSFJOOPWBUJWFŖOBODJBMTUSVDUVSFTUIBU
operate outside the norm and push the boundaries of traditional investment solutions. Catalytic impact investment oppor tunities, given their
innovative nature, act as powerful enablers of
transformational change. Over time, as they are
SFQFBUFE UIFZDBOCFSFQMJDBUFENPSFFGŖDJFOUMZ 
and gain recognition, evolving into mainstream
impact investment opportunities.

d. Common misconceptions about
impact investing
Impact investing is a relatively new segment
XJUIJOUIFŖOBODJBMJOEVTUSZ"TTVDIJUJTTVCKFDU
to a number of misconceptions that can dampen
its growth and are worth dispelling.

Impact investing

1PSUGPMJPQSPÎUTBOEJNQBDUBSFNVUVBMMZFYDMVsive – some individuals and institutions view their
investment portfolios in two distinct buckets: one
dedicated to returns and one to philanthropy,
the former subsidizing the latter. Impact investJOHPšFSTBOJOWFTUNFOUBQQSPBDIXIJDITFFLTUP
EFMJWFSCPUIEFTJSBCMFSFUVSOTBOEBEFŖOFETPDJBM
impact, negating the binary “make impact or
NBLFQSPŖUÄNFOUBMJUZ
Impact investing is philanthropy – Impact investing is investing with an inherent expectation of
ŖOBODJBMSFUVSO*UJTOPUHJWJOHNPOFZBXBZUP
solve social or environmental problems. It is neither philanthropy, nor based on grant-making.
It is also not dedicated to funding public sector
QSPKFDUT)PXFWFS JUDBODBUFSUPEJšFSFOUSJTL
return preferences within the same structure and
draw investors from both the public and private
TFDUPST CMFOEFEŖOBODF UPDBUBMZ[FJOOPWBUJPO
*NQBDUJOWFTUJOHJNQMJFTÎOBODJBMTBDSJÎDFT –
*NQBDUJOWFTUJOHOFFEOPUFOUBJMTBDSJŖDJOHŖOBODJBMSFUVSOTGPSTPDJBMPSFOWJSPONFOUBMCFOFŖUT"
SBOHFPGFYQFDUFEŖOBODJBMSFUVSOT GSPNNBSLFU
rate to concessionary, can be targeted depending
on the particular investment and predicated on
UIFJOWFTUPSTÁSFRVJSFNFOUT BTEJTDVTTFEJOTFDtion titled .BSLFUEFWFMPQNFOUBOEÎOBODJBMQFSformance (starting on page 13).

sustainable business models generating more
HPPETPSTFSWJDFTQPTJUJWFMZCFOFŖUJOHBHSPXJOH
set of clients will outperform, implying a positive correlation between the social/environmental
JNQBDUBOEŖOBODJBMSFUVSOT8IJMFJOEFFEDPNpelling, there is not yet statistically relevant data
to fully substantiate this claim.
Impact investing is only in poor countries – While
poverty is more glaring in rural Sub-Saharan
Africa than in Western Europe, developed countries also have challenges that impact investJOHDBOBEESFTT'PSFYBNQMF UIFŖOBODJBMDSJTJT
resulted in high rates of youth unemployment
JOQBSUTPG&VSPQF DVUPšDBQJUBMUPTNBMMCVTJnesses, and reduced investing in critical infraTUSVDUVSF5IFSFBSFBMTPTJHOJŖDBOUFOWJSPONFOUBM
challenges in developed markets around the
XPSME5IFTFQSPCMFNTBSFPŝFOMFTTWJTJCMFUIBO
contaminated water supplies in India or slum
dwellings in Brazil, but impact investing can focus
on any social or environmental problem/market
FGŖDJFODZSFHBSEMFTTPG`HFPHSBQIZ

High returns imply low impact¾)JHIFSŖOBODJBM
SFUVSOTOFFEOPUIBWFBOFHBUJWFFšFDUPOUIF
quality of the impact investment. For example,
B`TUVEZCZ(SBCFOXBSUFSBOE-JFDIUFOTUFJO
GPVOEUIBUJUDBOOPUCFJNQMJFEUIBUŖOBODJBM
returns are inversely correlated with impact genFSBUJPO$POWFSTFMZ JUJTPŝFOBSHVFEUIBUNPSF
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Impact investing – why now?
Nothing is as powerful as an idea whose time has come.
Victor Hugo, author (1802–1885)

a. What attracts investors and industry
UPUIJTŖFME
The term “impact investing” was coined by the
Rockefeller Foundation in 2007 referring to “a
worldwide industry for investing for social and
environmental impact” (Rockefeller Foundation
2012).
Impact investing is emerging at a time when
aggregate private wealth has never been so high:
JO UPUBMHMPCBMŖOBODJBMBTTFUTHSFXUP
64%USJMMJPO USJQMFUIFXPSMEÁT(%1 .D,JOsey Global Institute 2014). Global high net worth
wealth reached a peak of USD 52.6 trillion in
2014, and a Capgemini study found that contributing to social impact is important for 92% of
high-net-worth individuals, led by younger investors (under 40 years) and by those in emerging
markets.
Changing demographic trends
5IFSJTJOHJOŗVFODFPGUIF.JMMFOOJBMHFOFSBUJPO
– those born between the early 1980s and early
2000s – and their sustainability and impact-motiWBUFECFMJFGTBSFIFMQJOHESJWFBTIJŝJOTPDJFUBM
expectations, and in the way capital is directed.
Having grown up in a digital age with a conTUBOUŗPXPGFBTJMZBDDFTTJCMFJOGPSNBUJPOBOE
JODSFBTFEUSBOTQBSFODZ .JMMFOOJBMTÁFYQFDUBUJPOT
of public and private organizations are higher
UIBOQSFWJPVTHFOFSBUJPOTÁ:PVOHFSXFBMUIIPMEers are more socially and environmentally conscious, and expect others to act accordingly. A
2014 Deloitte Millennial survey reports that nearly
30% of Millennials believe the number one priority of business should be to improve society. They
CFMJFWFCVTJOFTTDBOEPNPSFUPBEESFTTTPDJFUZÁT
challenges of resource scarcity (56%), climate
change (55%) and income inequality (49%). A
SFDFOUIFBEMJOFHSBCCJOHFYBNQMFPGUIJTTIJŝJOH
NJOETFUJT'BDFCPPLGPVOEFS.BSL;VDLFSCFSHÁT
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2015 announcement to distribute the majority
of his fortune, currently around USD 45 billion,
to have a positive impact on the world. Unlike
Zuckerberg, most Millennials do not yet control a
large share of investable assets, but they are forecast to inherit USD 30 trillion over the next several decades from parents and grandparents in
North America alone, and believe in their potential to transform the world (Accenture 2012). This
JTDPOŖSNFECZ%FMPJUUFÁTEBUBUIBUTIPXTOFBSMZ
40% of GenX/Y millionaires give more than USD
30,000 annually to charity, versus 6% of their
predecessors, the baby boomers. Impact investing is expected to be but one manifestation of
.JMMFOOJBMTÁFOEFBWPSUPMFWFSBHFUIFJSXFBMUIJO
new and innovative ways.
Public and private sector
Driven not just by consumers and private investors, impact investing is also increasingly recognized within the policy agenda of governments
and international organizations. In 2013, the
G8 established a dedicated taskforce for impact
investing. At the same time, the World Economic
Forum launched an initiative to build the ecosystem of the industry by contributing to knowledge
and sharing best practices.
In addition to public policy developments, impact
investing is also gaining traction among global
ŖOBODJBMJOTUJUVUJPOT JODMVEJOH6#4 BTXFMMBT
J.P. Morgan, Credit Suisse and others. In 2008,
JOUIFXBLFPGUIFŖOBODJBMDSJTJT UIF3PDLFGFMMFS
Foundation launched the Global Impact Investing
/FUXPSL (**/ BOJOEVTUSZMFBEJOH OPOQSPŖU 
knowledge-sharing network to further develop
this sector, which in 2014 counted almost 200
NFNCFST6#4XBTBNPOHUIFŖSTUHMPCBMŖOBOcial institutions to become a member of this
thought leadership platform.

Impact investing

C.BSLFUEFWFMPQNFOUBOEŖOBODJBM
performance
Not surprisingly, against the backdrop of growing
investor demand, the size of the impact investing
industry has been growing. Assets under management (AUM) are expected to continue rising as investors become increasingly familiar and
comfortable with the investment approach. In
terms of market size, a recent 2016 GIIN survey
of 158 investors reported USD 77bn of impact
JOWFTUNFOUSBJTFE*O UIJTŖHVSFXBTKVTU
USD 10.3bn. Survey participants were required
to have a minimum USD 10m deal size and at
MFBTUŖWFJNQBDUJOWFTUJOHUSBOTBDUJPOT8IJMF
based on self-reported data and representing
POMZSPVHIFTUJNBUFT UIFTFŖHVSFTDBOQSPWJEFB
broad indication of market size (i.e. volumes), and
growth potential (volume delta).
• 8IJMFNJDSPŖOBODFVTFEUPCFUIFEPNJOBOU

sector for impact investing allocations, today
NJDSPŖOBODFSFQSFTFOUTPG"6. CFIJOE
IPVTJOH5IJTSFŗFDUTIPXJNQBDUJOWFTUJOH
has matured and continues to diversify across
sectors.

• *OWFTUFEDBQJUBMJTEJWFSTJŖFEBDSPTTSFHJPOT 

with about half invested in developing markets
and half in developed. North America dominates developed market AUM, while Sub-Saharan Africa dominates as the target market for
developing market impact investing.
• In terms of instruments, private debt, real

assets and private equity are the most prominent instruments, accounting for 35%, 25%
and 17% of assets under management,
respectively.
Return expectations, requirements, and
ÎOBODJBMQFSGPSNBODF
"TEFŖOFEFBSMJFS JNQBDUJOWFTUNFOUTBSFNBEF
with the explicit intention of generating a posiUJWFJNQBDUBMPOHTJEFBŖOBODJBMSFUVSO5IBUTBJE 
UIFRVFTUJPOPGŖOBODJBMQFSGPSNBODFTUJMMHFOerates debate, largely due to the lack of robust
research-based evidence. From this perspective,
the creation of the Impact Investment Benchmark
by Cambridge Associates and GIIN in 2015, the
ŖSTUDPNQSFIFOTJWFBOBMZTJTPGJNQBDUJOWFTUNFOU
funds, is a step toward advancing the industry.

Fig. 4: Impact investing by geography

Fig. 5: Impact investing across asset classes
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*NQBDUJOWFTUNFOUGVOETDBOBDIJFWFŖOBODJBMSFUVSOTJOMJOF
with traditional funds without impact objectives.
According to the GIIN, there can be a range of
return expectations, from below market (sometimes called concessionary) to risk-adjusted market rates, depending on the asset class and type
of impact investment in question. Assuming that
most investors are seeking market rate returns for
comparable investments in the same universe, we
focus the following analysis on funds at the market-return end of the spectrum, namely private
debt, venture capital and private equity.
Considering private equity and venture capital,
we highlight the results from the 2015 Cambridge Associates-GIIN study, which broadly conŖSNTUIBUJNQBDUJOWFTUNFOUGVOETDBOBDIJFWF
ŖOBODJBMSFUVSOTJOMJOFXJUIUSBEJUJPOBMGVOET
without impact objectives. The study considered a sample of 50 private equity impact funds
MBVODIFEBŝFSXJUIBTUBUFETPDJBMJNQBDU
objective. It found that those impact investment funds launched between 1998 and 2004,
for which returns are largely realized, outperformed funds in a comparable universe of conventional private investment funds. However,

for funds launched between 2005 and 2010, for
which returns are not realized, impact investments underperformed their peer group. For the
full sample, impact investments underperformed
their peer group by an amount that would not
BQQFBSUPCFTUBUJTUJDBMMZTJHOJŖDBOUHJWFOUIF
large performance variability across funds, fund
types and time periods.
Separately, in October 2015, the Wharton School
of the University of Pennsylvania released a report
showing that 53 private equity impact funds
achieved returns in line with their targets and
executed successful, mission-aligned exits.
0WFSBMM XFJOUFSQSFUUIFTFEJšFSFOUSFTVMUTBT
evidence that private equity impact investment
funds that set out to achieve market returns can
and do, on average, broadly succeed in meeting
this goal. An important takeaway, though, is that
thorough manager due diligence and selection is
LFZJOEFUFSNJOJOHŖOBODJBMQFSGPSNBODF NPSF
so than whether or not the manager has a social
impact objective.

Fig. 6: Impact investing performance
Impact funds versus the comparative universe by vintage year, in %
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Assessing and measuring
impact investments
I have been struck again and again by how important measurement
is to improving the human condition.
Bill Gates, businessman and philanthropist (1955–)

Part of what makes impact investing unique
and compelling is what happens when investors “look under the hood,” e.g. actually measure and report on the achieved impacts. At UBS
CIO, we believe that the following model can be
relied on to evaluate the quality of impact investment ideas, typically in the form of funds. This
“Impact Compass” can be used to gauge the
alignment of impact investing opportunities with
our impact criteria, ensuring that investments
are appropriately evaluated and compared objectively and systematically. We propose a set of six
factors against which impact investments can be
FWBMVBUFEUISFFBSFCBTFEPOPVSEFŖOJUJPOPG
impact investing (intention, measurement, and
WFSJŖDBUJPO XIJMFUISFFPUIFSTDBQUVSFCSPBEFS
features of impact investments – additionality,
ŖOBODJBMSPCVTUOFTT BOENBOBHFSFYQFSJFODF¾
that we deem important to the assessment of
quality. Each factor can be scored on a scale of
0–3. The higher the score, the better the investment aligns with our criteria. This gives us the
following spider web diagram (Fig. 7 with sample inputs for demonstration) that can be used
to guide impact investing decisions, as well as
an average score that can be compared across a
set of alternatives or portfolios. This qualitative
framework can help investors identify the most
suitable projects for “impact” depending on
UIFJSWBMVFTBOEŖOBODJBMHPBMT
Intent: Does the investment manager have the
TUBUFEJOUFOUJPOUPHFOFSBUFQPTJUJWFOPOŖOBODJBM
CFOFŖUT 5IJTJTBTVCKFDUJWFDSJUFSJPO FWBMVBUFE
BDDPSEJOHUPUIFJOWFTUNFOUGVOEÁTNBOBHFNFOU
team, and how impact has been articulated in
marketing and communications, for example, in
setting impact outcome objectives ex-ante.

Measurement: Is the impact measurable? A test
of this is whether or not quantitative metrics can
be assigned. What will be measured, and how,
and according to which metrics (i.e. number of
KPCTDSFBUFEPSMJUFSTPGXBUFSQVSJŖFE 
7FSJÎDBUJPO This factor tests the correlation
between investment and impact. Can the opporUVOJUZTIPXDBVTBMJUZ TUBUJTUJDBMMZ TDJFOUJŖDBMMZ 
between the invested capital and a positive
impact? Is it auditable? In other words, is there
a transparent, proven and auditable correlation
between inputs and outputs (i.e. investor activities and impact outcomes)?
Additionality: Measured against a business-asusual or base case scenario, would the capital
have been allocated, or the social/environmental

Fig. 7: Impact Compass measures impact alignment
Intentional

Experience

Measurable

Low
alignment

Financial

Veriﬁable

High alignment
Additional
Sample project
Source: UBS
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impact created regardless of the impact investment? This can also be established if the proQPTFEQSPKFDUJTUIFŖSTUPGJUTLJOEPSJGUIFSFBSF
minimal or no alternatives to the project outside
of the impact investment.
Financially sound: The return expectations of
the investment are analyzed to ensure that they
BSFSFBMJTUJD*TUIFŖOBODJBMUIFTJTTPVOE $BO
one test the assumptions against the macro and
micro trends informing the potential investment?
Manager experience: How much experience
EPFTUIFJNQBDUJOWFTUNFOUNBOBHFSIBWF *T`UIJT
UIFNBOBHFSÁTŖSTUJNQBDUGVOE 0SEPFTUIF
manager have a long-standing record of imple-
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menting and executing impact transactions?
(JWFOUIFSJTJOHOVNCFSPGŖSTUUJNFGVOENBOagers and mainstream managers entering the
area, we believe it is important to incorporate
TQFDJŖDJNQBDUGVOENBOBHFNFOUFYQFSJFODFJOUP
our assessment.
At UBS CIO, we view measurement (and subsequent reporting) as an important pillar of impact
investing. Thoughtfully chosen and meaningful
metrics are critical to measuring and managing
social and environmental performance, and for
cataloging impact. While this broad topic is too
comprehensive to address here, a follow-up publication will be dedicated to impact measurement
and reporting.

Impact investing

Global impact investing
opportunities
4VTUBJOBCMFEFWFMPQNFOUJTUIFQBUIXBZUPUIFGVUVSFXFXBOUGPSBMM*UPŠFSTBGSBNFXPSLUPHFOFSBUF
economic growth, achieve social justice, exercise environmental stewardship and strengthen governance.
Ban Ki-moon, UN Secretary General, (1944–)

As we know by now, impact investing has two
HPBMTUPHFOFSBUFŖOBODJBMSFUVSOTBOEDSFBUFQPTJtive social or environmental impacts. Operating priNBSJMZJOUIFQSJWBUFNBSLFUT JUJEFOUJŖFTJOWFTUJCMF
solutions to global challenges informed by macro
trends. Most suitable for investors willing and able
UPJHOPSFUIFNBSLFUÁTEBJMZNPPETXJOHT JNQBDU
investing is an attractive way to allocate capital
QSPŖUBCMZJOUPVODSPXEFETUSBUFHJFTUIBUCFOFŖU
from long-term trends, source innovation, earn an
illiquidity premium and seek to do good.
The mega trends of population growth, aging, and
increased urbanization can be evaluated using an
impact investing lens to identify compelling global
opportunities. The drivers of this analysis can include:
• assessing big-picture demographic, market,

and environmental long-term trends to identify
BSFBTPGQPUFOUJBMHSPXUI
• JEFOUJGZJOHNBSLFUJOFGŖDJFODJFTUISPVHIVOEFS-

capitalized and uncrowded investment sectors
BOEHFPHSBQIJDSFHJPOT
• collecting and evaluating market data on where

and how global impact investors (including
JOTUJUVUJPOBMJOWFTUPST GBNJMZPGŖDFT GPVOEBtions, investment funds, and governments) are
BDUJWFMZJOWFTUJOH
• analyzing investment models and structures

UPBTTFTTWJBCJMJUZGPSTVDDFTTGVMŖOBODJBMBOE
TPDJBMQFSGPSNBODF

Using this investment process, UBS CIO seeks to
identify a variety of compelling impact investment
opportunities, for example emerging market
healthcare and protein alternatives, on the basis
of their potential to deliver attractive risk-adjusted
ŖOBODJBMQFSGPSNBODFXIJMFCFOFŖUJOHTPDJFUZ
and mitigating pressure on the environment.
In addition to macro and industry-level analysis,
alignment of impact investing opportunities to
UIF6/ÁT4VTUBJOBCMF%FWFMPQNFOU(PBMT 4%(T 
makes sense because this logically links UBS
wealth management clients to worldwide development opportunities. The SDGs, adopted by the
UN General Assembly last September, provide a
backdrop that unites a global audience –
public and private sectors, investors and startups, NGOs and philanthropists – behind a quanUJŖBCMFTFUPGEFWFMPQNFOUPCKFDUJWFTUPBDIJFWF
in the next 15 years. The SDGs are unique in that
they set out universal goals that UN member
states pledge to use to frame their agendas and
policies during the 2015–2030 period.
As we laid out in our report In challenge lies
opportunity: investing for sustainable development, September 2015, national governments
and multilateral organizations cannot possibly expect to meet the SDGs without involving private sources of capital. The funding gap
is simply too large to bridge with public funds
alone. We therefore expect to see a wave of
initiatives aimed at mobilizing private funding,
which should create a growing universe of attractive opportunities for impact investors.

• assessing capacity and robustness of opportu-

nity set, e.g. number of investable opportunities and potential deal sizes.
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As a result, impact investment objectives naturally
tend to be aligned with achieving development
outcomes of the SDGs, be it the desire to end
QPWFSUZ ŖHIUJOFRVBMJUZBOEHFOEFSCJBT QSPmote education and healthcare, or the need to
tackle climate change challenges.
#ZFNCSBDJOHUIF6/ÁT4%(TBTBLFZDPOTJEFSBUJPOJO6#4$*0ÁTJNQBDUJOWFTUNFOUTUSBUFHZ 
we hope to set an industry standard, capable of
DSFBUJOHUSBOTQBSFODZBSPVOEBOJOWFTUNFOUÁT
alignment to this global initiative, thereby truly
JOUFHSBUJOHQFPQMF QMBOFU BOEQSPŖU

Fig. 8: UN Sustainable Development Goals

Source: UN
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Impact investing is rooted in long-term trends,
focused on global phenomena that pose societal
and environmental challenges – such as water
scarcity, obesity, or carbon reduction, to name
a few. In the table below, we present a number of such long-term thematic trends and provide an impact investing angle for each one. We
also link each theme to the SDGs with which it is
associated.

Impact investing

Fig. 9: CIO Long-Term Investment themes with impact investing angle and associated SDGs

Long-term investment theme

Associated
SDGs

Impact investing angle

Water scarcity

2, 6

*NQBDUJOWFTUJOHPšFSTBWBSJFUZPGTPMVUJPOTUPNJUJHBUFUIFHMPCBMQSPCMFNPGXBUFSTDBSDJUZ
and access a market valued at USD 500–600bn annually. The incidence of drought is increasing due to industrial agriculture and climate change. But even more pressing is the fact that
agriculture currently accounts for 70% of global fresh water demand, highlighting the opporUVOJUZPGNPSFFGŖDJFOUXBUFSVTFBOENBOBHFNFOUBMUFSOBUJWFT*NQBDUJOWFTUNFOUTDBOIFMQ
JEFOUJGZTPMVUJPOTUIBUTBWFXBUFSBOECFOFŖUQBSUJDVMBSMZTNBMMIPMEFSBHSJDVMUVSFDPNNVOJUJFT
¾BHSPXJOHQBSUPGEFWFMPQJOHNBSLFUQPQVMBUJPOTPŝFOMBDLJOHBDDFTTUPUFDIOPMPHJFTMJLF
QSFDJTJPOJSSJHBUJPOPSUFDIOJRVFTGPSUIFTVDDFTTGVMHSPXUIPGXBUFSFGŖDJFOUCVUOVUSJFOUSJDI
plants, like legumes. Impact investing can be used to improve access to water in drought-prone
BOEXBUFSTDBSDFSFHJPOT¾GPSFYBNQMFCZESJMMJOHXFMMT PSJNQMFNFOUJOHDPTUFGŖDJFOUTPMVtions for water transportation to reduce the time spent collecting water. Most impact investment opportunities address water scarcity in developing countries. A lack of infrastructure is a
major factor in places like India or Sub-Saharan Africa, where creating regional WASH (water,
sanitation, and hygiene) centers combining access to clean water, wastewater treatment and
SFDZDMJOHGBDJMJUJFTBSFCFDPNJOHXFMMLOPXO XJUIDMFBSFYUSBŖOBODJBMCFOFŖUT5IJTUIFNF
can be accessed from other angles as well – for example insurance. Reducing insurance costs
against water scarcity risks by recognizing the value of community resilience projects and
FODPVSBHJOHESPVHIUBEBQUBUJPOUFDIOJRVFTUISPVHISFTJMJFODFCPOETPšFSJNQBDUJOWFTUJOH
possibilities in developed and developing countries. In developed countries, impact investing
PQQPSUVOJUJFTJOUFDIOPMPHZ TVDIBTMPXŗPXUPJMFUTBOEXBUFSNFUFSJOHGPSŖOBODJBMTBWJOHT
and resource preservation, also exist.

Clean air and carbon
reduction

3, 11, 13

The cumulative investment opportunity in clean air and carbon reduction is approximately USD
36trn by 2030, based on individual country commitments submitted ahead of COP21. Not surQSJTJOHMZ UIFJNQBDUJOWFTUJOHPQQPSUVOJUZJODMFBOBJSBOEDBSCPOSFEVDUJPOJTTJHOJŖDBOUJO
developed and developing countries alike, as heavy CO2 emitters explore cleaner fuels in developed markets and agree to support the developing world with technology transfer to support
a lower-carbon global footprint. Impact investing can be achieved through investments into
clean energy solutions, replacing dirtier alternatives with renewable energy (such as hydro or
XJOE CJPNBTTGVFMMFEDPHFOFSBUJPO GPSIFBUBOEFMFDUSJDJUZ BOENPSFFOFSHZFGŖDJFOUDPOsumer alternatives (such as improved cook stoves). Looking at investments beyond technology
and infrastructure, just preserving, rather than improving, healthy ecosystems on land and in
water will require USD 300–400bn per year in new investments. Investing in land use, land-use
DIBOHFBOEGPSFTUSZJTBSFBMBQQSPBDIUIBUDBOHFOFSBUFTJHOJŖDBOUFOWJSPONFOUBMJNQBDUBOE
IBTUIFQPUFOUJBMGPSBUUSBDUJWFSFUVSOTVODPSSFMBUFEXJUIŖOBODJBMNBSLFUT"TNBMMCVUBDUJWF
market for emissions reduction credits also exists, sourced primarily from emissions-reducing
projects in developing countries, and with the highest value per credit from projects targeting
“base of the pyramid” communities.

2, 3

8IJMFQSFWJPVTMZTFFOBTBÃŖSTUXPSMEQSPCMFN ÄPCFTJUZBOEUIFOPODPNNVOJDBCMFEJTFBTFT
linked to it – like diabetes – are steeply on the rise in the emerging markets of Latin America,
BOEUISPVHIPVUUIF.JEEMF&BTUBOE/PSUI"GSJDB*NQBDUJOWFTUJOHDBOPšFSTPMVUJPOTUPDPNbat obesity, driving capital into the markets with the biggest gaps in awareness, prevention and
treatment, which are most pervasive in developing countries. For example, education opporUVOJUJFTJODMVEFUSBJOJOHPGIFBMUIQSPGFTTJPOBMTBOESBJTJOHBXBSFOFTTPGBUSJTLQPQVMBUJPOT
NBLJOHTVSFDIJMESFOIBWFPQQPSUVOJUJFTGPSQIZTJDBMBDUJWJUZBUTDIPPMBOEJOBŝFSTDIPPMQSPHSBNTBOESBJTJOHUIFTUBOEBSETPGTDIPPMNFBMTBOETOBDLT*NQBDUJOWFTUJOHJOUPNFEUFDI
XIJDIJTMPXDPTU FGŖDJFOU BOENPCJMF MJLFMBCPSBUPSJFTPOXIFFMTUIBUDBOSFBDIDPNNVOJUJFT
EJSFDUMZ PSQPSUBCMFFRVJQNFOUGPSEJGŖDVMUUPBDDFTTBSFBT JTBOPUIFSQPUFOUJBMBQQSPBDI.PSF
USBEJUJPOBMCVUIJHIMZJNQBDUGVMJOWFTUNFOUTJOUIFTFNBSLFUTUBSHFUTUBSUVQTPšFSJOHOVUSJtious alternatives to unhealthy snacks, apps for tracking health, and services promoting wellness
through consultations and physical activity. Impact investors have driven the creation of innoWBUJWFŖOBODJBMTUSVDUVSFTMJLFTPDJBMJNQBDUCPOETUIBUMJOLJNQSPWFNFOUTUPIFBMUIPVUDPNFT
to investor returns, such as reducing the incidence of diabetes in adults and obesity in children.
Such innovations go beyond a more traditional private equity or debt structures and entail
behavioral change as part of the economic driver (output measure) of the instrument, embedEJOHTPDJBMJNQBDUJOUPUIFŖOBODJBMPVUDPNF

CO2

Obesity
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Long-term investment theme

Associated
SDGs

Impact investing angle

Agricultural yield

2, 15

1FPQMFBšFDUFECZVOEFSOPVSJTINFOUIBWFSFNBJOFEGBJSMZDPOTUBOUJOOVNCFSTJODFBU
N¾N BTEFŖOFECZUIF8PSME'PPE1SPHSBN8JUIBHMPCBMMZSJTJOHQPQVMBUJPO OPU
just more food must be produced from less land per capita, but more nutritious food to combat undernourishment. Impact investing helps identify solutions to meet this demand in a
sustainable way, focusing on emerging markets where populations and incomes are growing
UIFGBTUFTU BOEEFNBOEJTNPTUQSPOPVODFE0OFFYBNQMFPGJNQBDUJOWFTUJOHJTUPŖOBODF
improved farming inputs that help increase yields but are also better for the environment, like
drought-resistant seeds and organic fertilizers. Many poorer populations or “base of the pyramid” communities are involved in subsistence agriculture. Impact investing can improve subsisUFODFGBSNFSTÁDBQBDJUZUPHSPX UISPVHIFEVDBUJPOBOEDPPQFSBUJWFGBSNJOH TVQQMZJOHCFUUFS
SBXNBUFSJBMTBOEFRVJQNFOUBOEFOIBODJOHFGŖDJFOUJSSJHBUJPOUFDIOJRVFTUPCPPTUZJFMETBOE
SFEVDFGPPEJOTFDVSJUZ'JOBODJOHBMPOHUIFWBMVFDIBJO JNQSPWJOHTNBMMIPMEFSGBSNFSTÁBCJMJUZ
to produce more goods and then bring those goods to market will improve livelihoods. Impact
JOWFTUNFOUTIBWFBMTPHPOFCFZPOEŖOBODJOHJOQVUTBMPOF UPDSFBUJOHNPCJMFBQQTUIBUCSJOH
information on weather and pricing for farmers (to know what to grow and when to grow
it), as well as training programs and technical assistance to improve growing methods – all of
which can boost yields.

Emerging market
healthcare

3, 10

&NFSHJOHNBSLFUT &. IBWFBEFBSUIPGBšPSEBCMF BDDFTTJCMFIFBMUIDBSFPQUJPOTGPSCPUIDBSF
and prevention – 80% of those with chronic diseases and close to 90% of those with infectious diseases live in EM. The healthcare spending in EM is growing rapidly. In fact, from 1995–
2012, EM healthcare expenditure grew 5.9x, from USD 0.2trn to 1.3trn. However, the historical
underinvestment in healthcare infrastructure, human resources and insurance in these regions
IBTMFEUPBTJHOJŖDBOUMBDLPGRVBMJUZDBSF"WBJMBCMFDBSF FWFOTVCPQUJNBM JTOPUXJUIPVUJUT
costs: private healthcare spending is more than 50% of annual income of low income populations. Impact investing can address many of these issues in a targeted way, by identifying the
regions or communities with the greatest unmet demand for both physical infrastructure and
local capacity, and targeting them with quality improvements. Impact investment opportunities exist in both healthcare delivery and services. Providing access to insurance, hospitals,
pharmacy chains, diagnostics centers, training facilities, ambulance and emergency services,
hospital or laboratory equipment and medtech are a few examples. Satisfying the (rapidly
HSPXJOH EFNBOEGPSBšPSEBCMFIJHIRVBMJUZIFBMUIDBSFJOGSPOUJFSBOEFNFSHJOHNBSLFUT
would have a clear impact in improving lives of patients and families by providing these basic
and yet crucial services.

Education services

1, 4, 10

Recent estimates have shown that declining aid to support basic education services for all
children and adults has increased the funding gap from USD 16 billion to USD 26 billion. The
diminished ability of the public sector to meet growing demand means the market for private
education will grow even faster than the projected double-digit growth of the sector at large.
Impact investing education opportunities have emerged to address this by backing institutions
and technologies focused on this problem, most visibly in developing countries where public
DPšFSTBSFJODSFBTJOHMZTUSBJOFE4UVEFOUŖOBODJOH OBNFMZQSPWJEJOHMPBOTUPMPXJODPNFTUVdents to attend specialized schools and higher learning academies without taking on unsustainable levels of debt is one way of approaching the theme from an impact angle. Other
impact investment opportunities include identifying companies building standardized learning models that bring replicable curricula across regions and countries (i.e. “school in a box”
NPEFMT PSJOWFTUJOHJODPNQBOJFTPšFSJOHPOMJOFDPVSTFTBOEPUIFSFEUFDITFSWJDFTUISPVHI
computers, tablets, and other mobile devices. The ed-tech market is projected to be a USD 220
billion opportunity by 2017.
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Long-term investment theme

Associated
SDGs

Impact investing angle

Frontier markets

1, 3, 6, 8, 9

Frontier markets comprise 4% of the world's GDP. Comprising 2.2 billion people with a rising working-age population (expected to be 66% of the population by 2040), frontier market demographics are such that impact investment opportunities can span many sectors, from
FEVDBUJOHUIFZPVUIUPQSPWJEJOHGPPETFDVSJUZGPSGBNJMJFT ŖOBODJOHHSPXJOHCVTJOFTTFT BOE
CVJMEJOHFGŖDJFOUJOGSBTUSVDUVSFGPSUFMFDPNNT IFBMUIDBSFBOEFOFSHZTFDUPST*OEFFE XJUI
PGGSPOUJFSNBSLFUTÁQPQVMBUJPOMJWJOHJOVSCBOBSFBTCZ GSPNUPEBZ JOWFTUments will be needed to ensure healthy, safe, and productive livelihoods. This can mean investing in physical infrastructure, like energy assets or hospitals, both historically underprovided,
BOEUBSHFUJOHTFSWJDFTMJLFQSPGFTTJPOBMUSBJOJOHDPVSTFTBOEFMFBSOJOHBQQT4.&ŖOBODJOHUP
support the multitude of new businesses created in frontier markets is already a well-underTUPPEJNQBDUJOWFTUJOHBQQSPBDI5IJTNJDSPŖOBODFBDUJWJUZJODSFBTFTBDDFTTGPSMBSHFQPQVMBtions to products and services, improves socially responsible business practices, and generates
additional revenues for businesses and governments. Impact investments can also be explored
UISPVHIPUIFSŖOBODJBMTFSWJDFPšFSJOHT TVDIBTJOTVSBODF JODMVEJOHMJGF NPCJMF DSPQ IFBMUI 
NPUPS XIJDIBSFTUJMMVOEFSQSPWJEFECVUIBWFDMFBSQPTJUJWFTPDJBM BOEŖOBODJBM JNQBDUTPO
livelihoods.

EM Infrastructure

6, 9, 11

The rise in urban migration in emerging markets leads to higher population densities in increasingly crowded cities and necessitates new housing, telecommunications, water supplies, waste
management and sanitation services, and transportation solutions. Due to these burgeoning
needs, emerging markets (EM) are forecast to account for almost two-thirds of global infrastructure spending by 2025 – totaling USD 5.5trn. Impact investing can address these infraTUSVDUVSFSFRVJSFNFOUT UBSHFUJOHDPNNVOJUJFTXJUIBšPSEBCMF BDDFTTJCMFBOETVTUBJOBCMF
options. The upwardly mobile middle class will have increasing purchasing power – as the IMF
GPSFDBTUT(%1QFSDBQJUBHSPXUIJOFNFSHJOHNBSLFUTPWFSUIFOFYUŖWFZFBST ESJWFOCZ
the middle class – while lower-income EM communities will need solutions catering to their
ŖOBODJBMDBQBDJUZ'SPNBOJNQBDUJOWFTUJOHQFSTQFDUJWF UIFSFJTQPUFOUJBMUPJOWFTUUPDSFBUF
FGŖDJFODJFTBOEIBWFJNQBDUUISPVHIDMFBOFOFSHZTPMVUJPOT BTQPXFSQSPEVDUJPODPTUTBSF
IJHIFSJO&.EVFUPUIFTIPSUBHFPGJOGSBTUSVDUVSF*O&VSPQFÁTFNFSHJOHNBSLFUT UIFCVJME
out of renewable power driven by utility divestment programs, replacement of aging coal and
OVDMFBSQSPKFDUTBSFBMTPPQQPSUVOJUJFT)FSF JNQBDUJOWFTUPSTPŝFOUBLFBMPOHUFSNGPDVTGPS
JOWFTUJOHJO&.JOGSBTUSVDUVSFUISPVHIHSFFOŖFMECVJMEPQFSBUFUSBOTGFSQSPKFDUT

&OFSHZFGÎDJFODZ

7, 12, 13

"DDPSEJOHUPTDFOBSJPTGSPNUIF*OUFSOBUJPOBM&OFSHZ"HFODZ FOFSHZFGŖDJFODZJODSFBTFTBSF
required to mitigate climate change. These increases could account for more than 40% of the
reductions needed to keep the increasing global average temperature within two degrees Celsius
CZUIFFOEPGUIFDFOUVSZ64%CJMMJPOJOŖOBODJOHUPBDIJFWFFGŖDJFODZPCKFDUJWFTBSFBMSFBEZ
QMFEHFECZNBKPSFDPOPNJFTBSPVOEUIFXPSME MFBWJOHBTJHOJŖDBOUPQQPSUVOJUZUPUBQUIFTF
commitments by identifying and co-investing in implementation. Impact investing opportunities
DBOCFGPVOEJOEJSFDUEFBMTTVQQPSUJOHDPNNFSDJBMCBOLTJONBLJOHMPBOTGPSFOFSHZFGŖDJFODZ
projects, new technologies reducing energy consumption commercially, industrially and residenUJBMMZ BOEFOFSHZTFSWJDFDPNQBOJFTUIBUJEFOUJGZBOEQFSGPSNSFUSPŖUTPSOFXQSPKFDU BTXFMMBT
JOOPWBUJWFNBUFSJBMTDPNQBOJFT'SPNBQSPKFDUŖOBODFQFSTQFDUJWF JNQBDUBOEŖOBODJBMSFUVSOT
DBOCFBDIJFWFECZXPSLJOHXJUIUFDIOPMPHZQSPWJEFSTUPSFUSPŖUDPNNFSDJBMBOEQSJWBUFCVJMEings and public infrastructure, and funding upfront project costs which are paid back via energy
QFSGPSNBODFDPOUSBDUTXJUIUIFCVJMEJOHÁTPXOFS

Protein consumption

2, 12, 14, 15

Global protein consumption will reach 934 million metric tons (MMT) by 2054, growing 1.7%
annually from the current 473 MMT. Meat, dairy, and soya are very energy, water, and land
intensive to produce and with demand for these protein sources rising, more sustainable alternatives are needed to meet the demand. The mix of protein consumed is changing due to
DPOTVNFSIFBMUIBOEUSBOTQBSFODZQSFGFSFODFT FOWJSPONFOUJNQBDU BOEEFDMJOJOHXJMEŖTI
TUPDLTEFWFMPQFENBSLFUTÁDPOTVNQUJPOPGBOJNBMQSPUFJOTJTTMPXJOHJOGBWPSPGŖTIBOEQMBOU
proteins, while increasing disposable income in EM means people are eating both substantially
NPSFNFBUBOEŖTI5IFJNQBDUJOWFTUJOHPQQPSUVOJUZJTUPNFFUQSPUFJOEFNBOEJOBXBZUIBU
DPOTFSWFTOBUVSBMSFTPVSDFTBOEŖOETFGŖDJFODJFTJOGPPEBOEGFFEQSPEVDUJPO*NQBDUDBOCF
further leveraged by providing nutritious options, for example, by improving access to high
quality plant proteins besides soya in developed markets and by investing in local aquaculUVSFGPSŖTIDPOTVNQUJPOJOEFWFMPQJOHDPVOUSJFT'JTIDPOUBJOTJNQPSUBOUNJDSPOVUSJFOUTBOE
PNFHBGBUUZBDJETUIBUBSFPŝFOEFŖDJFOUJOUIFEJFUTPGUIFQPPS'JTIBOEPUIFSOPOSFE
meat alternatives provide protein without necessarily adding unwanted cholesterol, fat, and
TVHBST*OBEEJUJPO BTIJŝPGPGGVUVSFHMPCBMCFFGDPOTVNQUJPOUPPUIFSNFBUT ŖTI PS
dairy would spare hundreds of millions of carbon storage hectares and other ecosystem serWJDFT XIJDIDPVMECFVTFEUPIFMQNFFUUIFXPSMEÁTEFNBOEGPSGPPEDSPQT
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Conclusion
We’re here to put a dent in the universe. Otherwise why else even be here?
Steve Jobs, businessman (1955–2011)

The quest for opportunities that allow investors to do well while doing
good is not a pipe dream. A growing interest in impact investing has
TQVSSFEUIFEFWFMPQNFOUPGBOFXŖFMEUIBUJTFWPMWJOHUPXBSEJOUFHSBUJPO
into the mainstream of investment strategies.
The funding of innovative and forward-looking business models is increasJOHMZCFJOHGBDJMJUBUFECZOFXŖOBODJBMTUSVDUVSFTEFWFMPQFEUPFOBCMFB
USJQMFCPUUPNMJOFXJUISFTVMUTGPSQFPQMF QMBOFU BOEQSPŖU
Together with other approaches to sustainable investing, such as exclusion
and integration, introduced in prior reports, impact investing can enable
individuals and institutions to align their investment goals with the global
development and sustainability priorities of the international community.
5IF6/ÁT4VTUBJOBCMF%FWFMPQNFOU(PBMT UISPVHIUIFJSTDPQFBOEWBSJFUZ 
present an array of potential areas for impact investors.
In conclusion, we appear to be at the beginning of an “opportune” time
for impact investing, as more private investors seek to make meaningful
EJšFSFODFTBMPOHTJEFQSPŖUJOUIFJSQPSUGPMJPT BOEQVCMJDTFDUPSTJODSFBTingly seek to plug funding gaps for crucial social, environmental and
development problems. As the industry matures, we believe that UBS
TUBLFIPMEFST TQFDJŖDBMMZDMJFOUT XJMMIBWFBQMFUIPSBPGJOOPWBUJWFBOE
FšFDUJWFPQUJPOTUPNBLFBEJšFSFODFJOBOJODSFBTJOHMZTBUJTGZJOHBOE
GVMŖMMJOHNBOOFS
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Appendix
Nontraditional Assets
Nontraditional asset classes are alternative investments that include hedge funds, private equity, real estate, and managed
futures (collectively, alternative investments).*OUFSFTUTPGBMUFSOBUJWFJOWFTUNFOUGVOETBSFTPMEPOMZUPRVBMJŖFEJOWFTUPST BOEPOMZCZ
NFBOTPGPšFSJOHEPDVNFOUTUIBUJODMVEFJOGPSNBUJPOBCPVUUIFSJTLT QFSGPSNBODFBOEFYQFOTFTPGBMUFSOBUJWFJOWFTUNFOUGVOET BOEXIJDI
clients are urged to read carefully before subscribing and retain. An investment in an alternative investment fund is speculative and involves
TJHOJŖDBOUSJTLT4QFDJŖDBMMZ UIFTFJOWFTUNFOUT
 BSFOPUNVUVBMGVOETBOEBSFOPUTVCKFDUUPUIFTBNFSFHVMBUPSZSFRVJSFNFOUTBTNVUVBMGVOET
 NBZIBWFQFSGPSNBODFUIBUJTWPMBUJMF BOEJOWFTUPSTNBZMPTFBMMPSBTVCTUBOUJBMBNPVOUPGUIFJSJOWFTUNFOU
 NBZFOHBHFJOMFWFSBHFBOEPUIFSTQFDVMBUJWFJOWFTUNFOUQSBDUJDFTUIBUNBZJODSFBTFUIFSJTLPGJOWFTUNFOUMPTT
 BSFMPOHUFSN JMMJRVJEJOWFTUNFOUTUIFSFJTHFOFSBMMZOPTFDPOEBSZNBSLFUGPSUIFJOUFSFTUTPGBGVOE BOEOPOFJTFYQFDUFEUPEFWFMPQ
 JOUFSFTUTPGBMUFSOBUJWFJOWFTUNFOUGVOETUZQJDBMMZXJMMCFJMMJRVJEBOETVCKFDUUPSFTUSJDUJPOTPOUSBOTGFS
 NBZOPUCFSFRVJSFEUPQSPWJEFQFSJPEJDQSJDJOHPSWBMVBUJPOJOGPSNBUJPOUPJOWFTUPST
 HFOFSBMMZJOWPMWFDPNQMFYUBYTUSBUFHJFTBOEUIFSFNBZCFEFMBZTJOEJTUSJCVUJOHUBYJOGPSNBUJPOUPJOWFTUPST
 BSFTVCKFDUUPIJHIGFFT JODMVEJOHNBOBHFNFOUGFFTBOEPUIFSGFFTBOEFYQFOTFT BMMPGXIJDIXJMMSFEVDFQSPŖUT
Interests in alternative investment funds are not deposits or obligations of, or guaranteed or endorsed by, any bank or other insured depository
institution, and are not federally insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the Federal Reserve Board, or any other governmental
BHFODZ1SPTQFDUJWFJOWFTUPSTTIPVMEVOEFSTUBOEUIFTFSJTLTBOEIBWFUIFŖOBODJBMBCJMJUZBOEXJMMJOHOFTTUPBDDFQUUIFNGPSBOFYUFOEFEQFSJPE
of time before making an investment in an alternative investment fund and should consider an alternative investment fund as a supplement to
an overall investment program.
In addition to the risks that apply to alternative investments generally, the following are additional risks related to an investment in these
strategies:
• Hedge Fund Risk:5IFSFBSFSJTLTTQFDJŖDBMMZBTTPDJBUFEXJUIJOWFTUJOHJOIFEHFGVOET XIJDINBZJODMVEFSJTLTBTTPDJBUFEXJUIJOWFTUJOHJO
short sales, options, small-cap stocks, “junk bonds,” derivatives, distressed securities, non- US securities and illiquid investments.
• Managed Futures:5IFSFBSFSJTLTTQFDJŖDBMMZBTTPDJBUFEXJUIJOWFTUJOHJONBOBHFEGVUVSFTQSPHSBNT'PSFYBNQMF OPUBMMNBOBHFSTGPDVT
on all strategies at all times, and managed futures strategies may have material directional elements.
• Real Estate:5IFSFBSFSJTLTTQFDJŖDBMMZBTTPDJBUFEXJUIJOWFTUJOHJOSFBMFTUBUFQSPEVDUTBOESFBMFTUBUFJOWFTUNFOUUSVTUT5IFZJOWPMWFSJTLT
associated with debt, adverse changes in general economic or local market conditions, changes in governmental, tax, real estate and zoning
laws or regulations, risks associated with capital calls and, for some real estate products, the risks associated with the ability to qualify for
favorable treatment under the federal tax laws.
• Private Equity:5IFSFBSFSJTLTTQFDJŖDBMMZBTTPDJBUFEXJUIJOWFTUJOHJOQSJWBUFFRVJUZ$BQJUBMDBMMTDBOCFNBEFPOTIPSUOPUJDF BOEUIF
GBJMVSFUPNFFUDBQJUBMDBMMTDBOSFTVMUJOTJHOJŖDBOUBEWFSTFDPOTFRVFODFTJODMVEJOH CVUOPUMJNJUFEUP BUPUBMMPTTPGJOWFTUNFOU
• Foreign Exchange/Currency Risk: Investors in securities of issuers located outside of the United States should be aware that even for
TFDVSJUJFT EFOPNJOBUFE JO 64 EPMMBST  DIBOHFT JO UIF FYDIBOHF SBUF CFUXFFO UIF 64 EPMMBS BOE UIF JTTVFSÁT ÃIPNFÄ DVSSFODZ DBO IBWF
VOFYQFDUFEFšFDUTPOUIFNBSLFUWBMVFBOEMJRVJEJUZPGUIPTFTFDVSJUJFT5IPTFTFDVSJUJFTNBZBMTPCFBšFDUFECZPUIFSSJTLT TVDIBTQPMJUJDBM 
economic or regulatory changes) that may not be readily known to a US investor.
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Appendix
Investing in Emerging Markets
Investors should be aware that Emerging Market assets are subject to, amongst others, potential risks linked to currency volatility, abrupt
changes in the cost of capital and the economic growth outlook, as well as regulatory and sociopolitical risk, interest rate risk and higher credit
risk. Assets can sometimes be very illiquid and liquidity conditions can abruptly worsen. WMR generally recommends only those securities it
believes have been registered under Federal U.S. registration rules (Section 12 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934) and individual State
registration rules (commonly known as “Blue Sky” laws). Prospective investors should be aware that to the extent permitted under US law,
WMR may from time to time recommend bonds that are not registered under US or State securities laws. These bonds may be issued in jurisdictions where the level of required disclosures to be made by issuers is not as frequent or complete as that required by US laws.
For more background on emerging markets generally, see the WMR Education Notes, “Emerging Market Bonds: Understanding Emerging
Market Bonds,” 12 August 2009 and “Emerging Markets Bonds: Understanding Sovereign Risk,” 17 December 2009.
Investors interested in holding bonds for a longer period are advised to select the bonds of those sovereigns with the highest credit ratings (in
the investment grade band). Such an approach should decrease the risk that an investor could end up holding bonds on which the sovereign
has defaulted. Sub–investment grade bonds are recommended only for clients with a higher risk tolerance and who seek to hold higher yielding
bonds for shorter periods only.

Disclaimer
$IJFG*OWFTUNFOU0GŖDF $*0 8FBMUI.BOBHFNFOU 8. 3FTFBSDIJTQVCMJTIFECZ6#48FBMUI.BOBHFNFOUBOE6#48FBMUI.BOBHFNFOU
"NFSJDBT #VTJOFTT%JWJTJPOTPG6#4"( 6#4 PSBOBGŖMJBUFUIFSFPG$*08.3FTFBSDISFQPSUTQVCMJTIFEPVUTJEFUIF64BSFCSBOEFEBT$IJFG
*OWFTUNFOU0GŖDF8.*ODFSUBJODPVOUSJFT6#4"(JTSFGFSSFEUPBT6#44"5IJTQVCMJDBUJPOJTGPSZPVSJOGPSNBUJPOPOMZBOEJTOPUJOUFOEFE
BTBOPšFS PSBTPMJDJUBUJPOPGBOPšFS UPCVZPSTFMMBOZJOWFTUNFOUPSPUIFSTQFDJŖDQSPEVDU5IFBOBMZTJTDPOUBJOFEIFSFJOEPFTOPUDPOTUJUVUF
BQFSTPOBMSFDPNNFOEBUJPOPSUBLFJOUPBDDPVOUUIFQBSUJDVMBSJOWFTUNFOUPCKFDUJWFT JOWFTUNFOUTUSBUFHJFT ŖOBODJBMTJUVBUJPOBOEOFFETPG
BOZTQFDJŖDSFDJQJFOU*UJTCBTFEPOOVNFSPVTBTTVNQUJPOT%JšFSFOUBTTVNQUJPOTDPVMESFTVMUJONBUFSJBMMZEJšFSFOUSFTVMUT8FSFDPNNFOE
UIBUZPVPCUBJOŖOBODJBMBOEPSUBYBEWJDFBTUPUIFJNQMJDBUJPOT JODMVEJOHUBY PGJOWFTUJOHJOUIFNBOOFSEFTDSJCFEPSJOBOZPGUIFQSPEVDUT
NFOUJPOFEIFSFJO$FSUBJOTFSWJDFTBOEQSPEVDUTBSFTVCKFDUUPMFHBMSFTUSJDUJPOTBOEDBOOPUCFPšFSFEXPSMEXJEFPOBOVOSFTUSJDUFECBTJTBOE
or may not be eligible for sale to all investors. All information and opinions expressed in this document were obtained from sources believed to
be reliable and in good faith, but no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to its accuracy or completeness (other than
EJTDMPTVSFTSFMBUJOHUP6#4BOEJUTBGŖMJBUFT "MMJOGPSNBUJPOBOEPQJOJPOTBTXFMMBTBOZQSJDFTJOEJDBUFEBSFDVSSFOUPOMZBTPGUIFEBUFPGUIJT
SFQPSU BOEBSFTVCKFDUUPDIBOHFXJUIPVUOPUJDF0QJOJPOTFYQSFTTFEIFSFJONBZEJšFSPSCFDPOUSBSZUPUIPTFFYQSFTTFECZPUIFSCVTJOFTT
BSFBTPSEJWJTJPOTPG6#4BTBSFTVMUPGVTJOHEJšFSFOUBTTVNQUJPOTBOEPSDSJUFSJB"UBOZUJNF JOWFTUNFOUEFDJTJPOT JODMVEJOHXIFUIFSUPCVZ 
TFMMPSIPMETFDVSJUJFT NBEFCZ6#4"( JUTBGŖMJBUFT TVCTJEJBSJFTBOEFNQMPZFFTNBZEJšFSGSPNPSCFDPOUSBSZUPUIFPQJOJPOTFYQSFTTFEJO
UBS research publications. Some investments may not be readily realizable since the market in the securities is illiquid and therefore valuing the
JOWFTUNFOUBOEJEFOUJGZJOHUIFSJTLUPXIJDIZPVBSFFYQPTFENBZCFEJGŖDVMUUPRVBOUJGZ6#4SFMJFTPOJOGPSNBUJPOCBSSJFSTUPDPOUSPMUIFŗPX
PGJOGPSNBUJPODPOUBJOFEJOPOFPSNPSFBSFBTXJUIJO6#4 JOUPPUIFSBSFBT VOJUT EJWJTJPOTPSBGŖMJBUFTPG6#4'VUVSFTBOEPQUJPOTUSBEJOHJT
considered risky. Past performance of an investment is no guarantee for its future performance. Some investments may be subject to sudden
and large falls in value and on realization you may receive back less than you invested or may be required to pay more. Changes in FX rates may
IBWFBOBEWFSTFFšFDUPOUIFQSJDF WBMVFPSJODPNFPGBOJOWFTUNFOU5IJTSFQPSUJTGPSEJTUSJCVUJPOPOMZVOEFSTVDIDJSDVNTUBODFTBTNBZCF
permitted by applicable law.
Distributed to US persons by UBS Financial Services Inc. or UBS Securities LLC, subsidiaries of UBS AG. UBS Switzerland AG, UBS Deutschland
AG, UBS Bank, S.A., UBS Brasil Administradora de Valores Mobiliarios Ltda, UBS Asesores Mexico, S.A. de C.V., UBS Securities Japan Co., Ltd,
6#48FBMUI.BOBHFNFOU*TSBFM-UEBOE6#4.FOLVM%FHFSMFS"4BSFBGŖMJBUFTPG6#4"(6#4'JOBODJBM4FSWJDFT*ODPSQPSBUFEPG1VFSUP3JDPJT
a subsidiary of UBS Financial Services Inc. UBS Financial Services Inc. accepts responsibility for the content of a report prepared by a non–US
BGŖMJBUFXIFOJUEJTUSJCVUFTSFQPSUTUP64QFSTPOT"MMUSBOTBDUJPOTCZB64QFSTPOJOUIFTFDVSJUJFTNFOUJPOFEJOUIJTSFQPSUTIPVMECFFšFDUFE
UISPVHIB64¾SFHJTUFSFECSPLFSEFBMFSBGŖMJBUFEXJUI6#4 BOEOPUUISPVHIBOPO¾64BGŖMJBUF5IFDPOUFOUTPGUIJTSFQPSUIBWFOPUCFFOBOE
will not be approved by any securities or investment authority in the United States or elsewhere. UBS Financial Services Inc. is not acting as a
municipal advisor to any municipal entity or obligated person within the meaning of Section 15B of the Securities Exchange Act (the “Municipal
Advisor Rule”) and the opinions or views contained herein are not intended to be, and do not constitute, advice within the meaning of the
Municipal Advisor Rule.
6#4TQFDJŖDBMMZQSPIJCJUTUIFSFEJTUSJCVUJPOPSSFQSPEVDUJPOPGUIJTNBUFSJBMJOXIPMFPSJOQBSUXJUIPVUUIFQSJPSXSJUUFOQFSNJTTJPOPG6#4BOE
UBS accepts no liability whatsoever for the actions of third parties in this respect.
Version as per September 2015.
© UBS 2016. The key symbol and UBS are among the registered and unregistered trademarks of UBS. All rights reserved.
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